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General Overview 
Edinburgh is an incredible place to live and I 
couldn’t recommend doing an exchange there high 
enough, it has everything! White sandy beaches, 
castles, museums, art galleries, great running 
routes/gym, bars, awesome nightlife and a live 
music scene. 
It’s extremely picturesque due to landscape and 
stone buildings and it’s a very student orientated 
city, so there is plenty going on. If you get a really 
good rain jacket (don’t waste your time with 
umbrellas) it’s fine to walk most places but there is 
a good bus system if your accommodation is further 
out or for day trips around the area.  
I liked going for first semester as the days started 
very short which was hard to adjust to but slowly 
sunset became later. 
Harry Potter is a big thing here. Free city tours, the 
café JK Rowling started the books, hotel where she 
finished it and many tours to film scenes.  
 
Accommodation 
My accommodation was organised through the 
university before I arrived at a place called Sciences 
Building. It’s self catered in an apartment building 
often with 3-4 other flatmates. This was perfect 
location on the meadows, 9 minutes to the main 
campus/library and a 25minute walk to kings 
building where I had lectures. I wouldn’t 
recommend living out there even if your classes are 
based there as everything happens at the main campus and old town.  
Sciennces was great, I’d also recommend Meadow courts and Hermits croft which are all 
very similar location/living standard. The flats are pretty basic for what you pay but its all set 
up ready to go.  
I expected to meet a lot of people through the accommodation as I did in Dunedin but it 
wasn’t like that even though they had organised events the flats kept more to themselves. 
It’s mainly 1st years in these accommodation places but there are also quite a few older 
exchange students.  
 
Cost of living 
The main thing is accommodation. For a basic room that’s in a good location you can pay in 
pounds what you would pay in NZD back home. Food from the supermarket is pretty similar 
however its rare for flats to cook meals together so expect to pay a bit more due to that 



fact. Eating out can get pretty pricey but the old town has some great places aimed for 
students.  
 
University Life 
The international student centre has a great setup with a lot of events at the start of the 
semester, so its an easy way to connect with other students. Edinburgh uni is well known for 
a wide range of clubs and societies which I got involved in. I had all intentions of joining 
more clubs but it’s get hard to juggle everything and before you know it, its exam time. The 
gym here was massive and really new but sadly not free.  
Whatever you do, go to a Ceilidh (Traditional Scottish dancing) when you first get there. I 
went to my first at the end of the semester and ended up loving them wishing I could do 
more. You can pick up cheap kilts at op shops and have the best night.  
 
Work Load 
I selected two Chemistry papers neither of which had labs resulting in a three day weekend, 
but this meant a lot less time spent with teachers and 100% of my grades were from exams. 
The semester was very relaxed, exam time was not. Tutorials were optional and there was a 
similar number of lectures in a week to Otago but more topics were covered in the 
semester. Parts of the third year papers I did have a decent amount of overlap from second 
year in Dunedin.  
My third course was a first year one called Creating Scotland, that basically covered 
everything Scottish from history, the language, archaeology, music and different 
communities. If you have space, I highly recommend taking a similar paper. There is even a 
uni course to learn to play the bagpipes. 
 
Travel 
Flights are super cheap from Edinburgh if your organised and don’t mind the odd early 
morning or late night. Ryanair and EasyJet are basic companies which regularly fly to many 
countries in Europe. You can get flights under 20 pounds to London, Spain, Italy, Ireland and 
Copenhagen among others.   
Although its tempting to head overseas, Scotland itself is so amazing. To travel here, 
International Student tours is great. They run day or weekend student bus tours basically 
every weekend to new places. Its often cheaper doing it with them plus its another 
opportunity to meet new people.  
I got a Scottish Heritage membership which is a good option if your interested in seeing a 
couple of castles as the costs can add up. For a student its 30 pounds to get free entry into 
basically all the castles in Scotland.  
 
Bit of a side note: Another of my reasons for going in first semester was to travel central 
Europe in summer after exams. If you go on exchange anywhere in Europe, make the most 
of it its such a long way to go. The whole experience for me has been the best decision I’ve 
ever made.   
 


